Support for Public Art Fund

Public Art Fund wishes to thank all of our donors who joined us in making possible another year of extraordinary exhibitions across New York City. Your contributions, made between November 1, 2019 and October 31, 2020 enabled us to present contemporary art exhibitions that are always open, always free, and always accessible, maintaining New York’s rich cultural landscape during an unprecedented year—THANK YOU!

$100,000 & Above
Bloomberg Philanthropies; Jennifer & Matthew Harris; Donald A. Pels Charitable Trust; Elizabeth Fearon Pepperman & Richard C. Pepperman II; and Anonymous.

$25,000 – $99,999
Amy & David Abrams; Sarah Arison & Thomas Wilhelm; Artspace; Elise & Andrew Brownstein; Ellen & Andrew Celli; Charina Endowment Fund; Jodi & Andrew Dady; Fotene Demoulas & Tom Coté; Wendy Fisher, The Kirsh Foundation; Amanda & Glenn Fuhrman; Horace W. Goldsmith Foundation; Agnes Gund; The Marc Haas Foundation; Hartfield Foundation; Andrea Krantz & Harvey M. Sawikin; Linda Lennon & Stuart Baskin; Holly & Jonathan Lipton; Jennifer & Jason New; NYC COVID-19 Response and Impact Fund in The New York Community Trust; Tanya Bonakdar Gallery; Jacob Buchdahl; Mickey Cartin; Dave Chan; Angela Chao; Andrew Craven; Luisa Fernanda Espinosa & José Agustín Valdés; Sharon Fay & Maxine Schaffer; Joan Feeney & Bruce Phillips; Judith R. & Alan H. Fishman; Sara Fitzmaurice; Susan K. Freedman & Richard Jacobs; Sara Friedlander & Matt Siegel; Annie Garcia; Lauren & Martin Geller; Suzanne Gluck & Thomas Dyja; Goldreyer Family Foundation; Marian Goodman Gallery; Patti Grabow; Vicki Gross & Jonathan Levine; Eleanor Grosz & Larry Zweifach; Lynne & Harold Handler; Steve Henry & Philip Shneidman; Susan & Michael Hort; Howard G. and Samita B. Jacobs Foundation; rodolphe janssen, brussels; Rachel Judlowe; Rachel Kleinman; Kelly Klirich; Andrea Klíne; George Kurz; Sarah & Eric Lane; Lemberg Foundation; Lerner Family Foundation; Dorothy Lichtenstein; Michele Mack; Lizbeth Marano & Mel Bochner; Marissa McMahan & Shane McMahan; Grete Meilman; Peter Mensch; Joyce F. Menschel; Lisa R. Messinger; Margaret Miller; Lori & David Moore; Mauricio Morato; Evie Morrow; Elin & Michael Nierenberg; Jessica Ogilvie; Patty Ortiz; James Panichella; Christa Pfleger; Ellen Phelan & Joel Shapiro; Yvonnegogo Pollack; Nancy Portnoy; Brandan Price; Deborah Rechler; Janelle Reiring; Mimi Reisner; Meg Roth; Julie & Paul Rudd; Philip Ruppel; Allison & Paul Russo; Bette & Richard Saltzman;
Samuel Shaffer; Shonni Silverberg & John Shapiro; Karen & Robert Sobel; Linda & Bruce Stern; Nicki & Harold Tanner; Thomas Terry; Times Square Alliance; Guy Torsiliere; Louisa S. & John B. Troubh; Jannine Versi & Daniel Weisberg; Andrea & Paul Vizzacarrondo; Addie Wagenknecht; Dorsey Waxter & Richard Armstrong; Elaine & Alan Weiler; Nina W. Werblov Charitable Trust; Marcia S. Wilson; Adrian Woolcock; Pia & Jimmy Zankel; Jan & Barry Zubrow; and Anonymous.

$500 – $999
Elizabeth C. Baker; Robin Caiola & Kevin Sheekey; Jim Chanin; Dana Cowin & Barclay Palmer; Howard Dessau; Mark di Suvero; Johanna Flato; Pamela Friedlander & Steven Yesner; Nancy & Dennis Gilbert; Sarah & Geoffrey Gund; MarieLuise Hessel; Gina & Larry Hutch; Allen Kleinman; Suzanne S. Kraus; Mara & Dean Landis; Jesse Manocherian; Jean & Doug Renfri-Miller; Sheri & Robert Rosenfeld; Donna & Steven Schragis; Lorie A. Slutsky; Judy and Warren Tenney Foundation; Annie & Robert Tirschwell; and Thea Westreich Wagner & Ethan Wagner.

$100 – $499
Vicki & William Abrams; Enid & Jerome Alpern; Susan Alpern-Fisch; Courtney Archer-Buckmire; Robin Arnoff; Judith Balick-Fried & Paul Fried; Max Bandier; Judith & Brian Bedol; Linda Bicks; Jill & Laszlo Birinyi; Jonathan Burnham & Scott Rothkopf; Keri L. Butler; Jack Ceglic & Manuel Casteleiro; Lauren Christiansen; James M. Clark; Diane Coffey; Dylan Conway; Anita Cooney; Ilene Cooper; Avery Corman; Julia P. Cowing & Christopher J. Caveglia; Patricia Crown; Taylor Curry; R. Darby Curtis & Mark Ginsberg; Katherine Darras; Kevin Davis; Michael De Feo; Christine Denham; Jenny Dixon & John Boone; Paul Dougherty; Roy R. Eddey; Giles Eyre; Wendy Feuer; Thomas Fontana; Lois & Marc Freedman; Elie Gamberg; Jan Geniesse; Jennifer George; Laurel Gonsalves; Gail Gordon; Roberta B. Gratz; Scott Green; Francis Greenburger; Vanessa & Michael Hadox; Wendy & Simon Hardy; Jodi Hecht; Janine Heidt; David Heiss; John Herron; Patton Hindle; Ling Hu; David Jacobs; The Jandon Foundation; Jennifer Jaruzrelski; Jason Kantro; Alice Kaplan; Timothy Karr; Sherry King; John King; Hannah Kleinman; Henryka Komanska; Jessica Kragas; Thomas Kristich; Barbara Kruger; Elizabeth Kurnetz & James Stahl; Jill S. Lafer; Anne & Michael Landman; Phyllis & George Lantos; Miyoung Lee & Neil Simpkins; Robin Lefcourt; Ellen & Martin Levine; Lorraine & Christine Li; Jack Linn; Jane Lombard; Joan L. Lynton; Martin Margulies; Monique Martin; Christina & Anthony Mason; Marion Maybank; Elizabeth & Michael Meyers; Kathryn M. McCarthy; Martha McLeanahan; Maria Messina; Loretta Michaelcheck; Marjorie & Morgan Miller; Jonathan T. Miller; Susan Milmoe; Margaret Murray; Regina Myer; Anil Nair; Rachel Nawi; Stephen Oppenheim; Janice C. Oresman; Naomi Paley; Mel Pekarsky; Tina Perry; Carole Pesner; Morgan Potts; Jose Prado; Amitha Raman; Walter Ramirez; Megan & Matthew Rand; Susan & Randolph Randolph; Duncan W. Reid; Nancy & Jim Reinish; Peter W. Rose; Leah Rosenbaum; Elliott M. Rosenstein; Nina Ross; Phyllis Rosser; Jane Safer; Jennifer Sage & Nicolas Grabar; Jeanne & Bob Savitt; Randall Say; Sinclair Marber Schäfer; Eric Schwartz; Allison & Alex Sheidler; Janet & Benjamin Shute; Rose & John Simonds; Patricia Brown Specter; Martha S. Sproule; Mark Stafford; Abbe & Peter Steinglass; Sharon & John Steinhoff; Esther E. Sternberg; Claudia Taft; Dorothy & Arnold Turtz; Naomi Usher; Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Weisberg; Jennifer Weiser; Saul P. Wenerigat; Lary S. Wolf; Judith Wolfe; Catherine Wornom; Lynn Yellen & Stanley Greenberg; James E. Young; and Devra Zetlan.

$1 – $99
Eadie Adamson; Agnès & Ron Aichholzer; Lynn Appelbaum; Karen & Gregory Arenson; Eadie Adamson; Agnès & Ron Aichholzer; Lynn Appelbaum; Karen & Gregory Arenson; Bank of America Matching Gifts; Nancy Barry; Laurie Bass & David Fine; The Benevity Community Impact Fund; Claudia Chernov; Jaclyn Cline; Lee Cunningham; Dakota Devos; Zoe & Joel Dictrow; Evangeline Everly; Michael Feldman; Taylor Fisch; Richard Frank; Carol Frederick; Elaine Goldman & John Benis; Nora Gomez-Strauss; Carl Harbart; Donna Harkavy & Jonathan Price; Barbara Harris; Deborah Heineman; Charlene Herzer; Helen Hesse Charash; Kellie Honeycutt; Eric Hutchinson; Tanya Kamens; Courtney & Charles Knights; Philip A. Konort; Teresa Kopiecki; Sarah & John Koster; Judith Kostman; Sydney Krassen; Felix Ku; Jody Kuh; Margo Levine & Robert Cantor; Frieda Lipp; Matthew Marco; Larry Marcus; David McCarty; Madelyn Miller; Carol Nadell; Hal Negbaur; Patricia Oliva; Laurie Orlando; Doris W. Palca; Paypal Giving Fund; Adam Plessor; Judith Goodwin Pott; Larissa Raphael; Robert Rothenberg; Janet Schinderman; Terry & Mark Sherrill; Marc W. Silverman; Stuart Sinder; Sippio Small; Margery Spagnoletti; Janice Spector; Alecia & Mark Stenseth; Michele Sterner; Ellen Tattelman & Joey Parnes; Rhoda Urman; Louis Walch; Harriet Walley; Victoria Wion; and Adam Zimmerman.
Public Support
National Endowment for the Arts; New York State Council on the Arts with the support of Governor Andrew M. Cuomo and the New York State Legislature; and New York City Department of Cultural Affairs, in partnership with the City Council.

In-Kind
Ai Weiwei; Farah Al Qasimi; Harold Ancart; Olaf Breuning; Ford Harrison; Jeppe Hein; Alfredo Jaar; JCDcaux; Anish Kapoor; NYC & Company; Julian Opie; Adam Pendleton; Rob Pruitt; Ugo Rondinone; Sarah Sze; Hank Willis Thomas; Weil, Gotshal & Manges LLP; and Artie Vierkant.

List includes Public Art Fund supporters who made gifts between November 1, 2019 and October 31, 2020.

In January we toasted Farah Al Qasimi at the opening of her solo show, Back and Forth Disco. We look forward with excitement to the day when we can celebrate together again!

Public Art Fund Director & Chief Curator Nicholas Baume, Artist Farah Al Qasimi, Co-CEO of JCDecaux North America Alan Sullivan, and Assistant Curator Katerina Stathopoulou at the opening of Back and Forth Disco in January 2020.

Public Art Fund is supported by the generosity of individuals, corporations, and private foundations including lead support from Bloomberg Philanthropies, along with major support from the Charina Endowment Fund, Con Edison, the Joseph and Joan Cullman Foundation for the Arts, The Marc Haas Foundation, Hartfield Foundation, NYC COVID-19 Response and Impact Fund in The New York Community Trust, the Donald A. Pels Charitable Trust, and The Silverweed Foundation.

Public Art Fund exhibitions and programs are also supported in part with public funds from government agencies, including the New York State Council on the Arts with the support of Governor Andrew M. Cuomo and the New York State Legislature, and the New York City Department of Cultural Affairs in partnership with the City Council.